
How do I start a cattle feed industry?
Detail Introduction :
With the gradual improvement of living standards, the consumption of beef is increasing, the profit of
beef is also considerable, the economic benefits brought by cattle breeding are getting higher and
higher, and the number of natural farmers is also increasing. 
How do I start a cattle feed industry? 
Many farmers don't know where to start. Next, we will talk about what needs to be prepared to raise
cattle. I hope it will help you.
A. Preparation before raising cattle
1, knowledge base
Be diligent, go to more bookstores, buy more books about raising cattle, and compare them with each
other to have reference value. Don't just browse it and think you understand unless you are a learning
genius. Study hard, and it's okay to raise cattle a few days later. It's the most terrible if you don't know
how to pretend to understand.
2?Learn to match the diet
At least we must know the relationship between daily gain and diet, and know how many grams of
daily gain is the most economical. If you think the manual preparation of the diet is troublesome,
spend a thousand dollars to buy a feed formula software. After buying it, you will know that it is
definitely not a waste of money.
3, the way to choose the feeding
Choosing the feeding method determines the way you build the cowshed. If you choose to fence free-
range, you will save a lot of steel pipe partitions. Now the books, some recommend tethered feeding,
some recommend fencing free-range, each with its own benefits, the most intuitive benefit of fencing
free-range is to save effort, less disease. If you don’t make a decision, then you can raise them in a
free-range under 850 catties. After 850 catties, you can raise them in a tether, which not only takes
care of the cattle’s physical development but also reduces energy consumption.

B.Matters needing attention in the process of raising cattle
1?Buying cattle
The first thing to do is to buy cattle. Before buying cattle, you should know the formula for measuring
cattle weight. If you are embarrassed to take a leather ruler on the spot to measure, then you have to
practice your eyesight first. Find a ruler, look at it every day, over time, you will be able to see
accurately. If this is not well practiced, the only way to buy cattle is to lose out. Don’t be superstitious
about weighing on the spot, especially don’t tell the seller to buy by weight first. The seller should give
the cow some water first. Just be afraid to fill the cow with water. If it gets into the lungs, the cow will
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be worse off.
2?Feeding quantity
If you feed less, go to the nearby cattle market to buy it, if you buy more, but I think it is better not to
buy more first, first buy a ten head or eight head, accumulate experience, and then feed more,
otherwise, waiting for you may be to lose money.
3, about self-propagation and self-rearing
When you have experience in raising cattle, it is best to breed yourself. The quality of buying shelf
cattle directly determines whether there is a profit, because the cattle grow faster and slower, and the
difference is not very large. Self-reproduction and self-support can bring greater profit margins.
4?Drink water
Many people say that they drink water several times a day. In fact, why is it so complicated? Set up a
separate water tank so that the cow can drink whenever he wants.
5?Feeding times
Add enough material at once, free feeding, not only to reduce the amount of labor but also to
maximize the weight gain potential of cattle. Because you are feeding ten times a day, cattle feeding
has not increased, but the summer separates two feedings to avoid acidity and spoilage.

6?Cattle disease
Beef cattle are raised for a short time, and if the medical costs invested are too large, there is no
value in raising them. It is the time to test your determination, don't believe in miracle doctors, and
give up when it's time to give up.
7. Feeding quantity
Even if you have a relatively cheap diet, you will soon find that cattle can't eat that much. Of course,
cheap rations rely on quantity to make up for the lack of energy per kilogram of feed, so don’t be
happy about cheap rations. The solution is to expand the volume of the cow’s stomach first.
8?Feed
Feed must be prepared in advance, save the cloudy days and rainy ones, you can't buy it in time, you
can also buy Feed Production Line to make feed at any time.
9?Daily weight gain and diet
Don't believe in software and standards, cows and cows are different. You have to measure more
weight and then adjust the diet according to the measurement results.
10?Don't feed lean meat extract
One is the crime of endangering health, and the other is the crime of producing and selling harmful
food.
If you want to engage in the industry of raising cattle, this article will help you a lot, understand the
content, and I believe you also know how to raise cattle. As for the choice of cattle feed, it can be



made by Feed Production Line. If there are other aspects of the question, pay more attention to us,
you will find the answer.
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